ON the evening of Tuesday, the 2$1th of September last, I was asked by Dr. Wallace, of Turriff, to see alokg with him a patient, who suffered from strangulated hernia; and the following is an account of the ease. GE F., aged 35 years, a farm labourer, had always enjoyed very robust health till about two years ago, when he noticed a swelling occur suddenly in his left groin. This he found he could reduce at will by manual pressure, and little trouble was occasioned by it, and no medical advice had ever been sought by him on account of it, as it only made its appearawce now and then when he was subjected to hard work, and he had never any difficulty in accomplishing its reduction himself. Thirty 
awce now and then when he was subjected to hard work, and he had never any difficulty in accomplishing its reduction himself. Thirty-two hours before I saw him, he had been engaged cutting oats in the harvest-field, work requiing a -good deal of muscular ezertion when the crop is a heavy one, when he sud& denly experienced a severe pain in the left groin, and o0a examinmation, found that the swelling had COme down. I THERE. exists in the human body a sphere for the operation of almost all the physical forces which are at work in the organic world; and, in all probability, the correlation of these forces with the vital force brings about the life and functions of which the body is possessed. If this be true, we shall find that the general laws which regulate the forces of the outer world apply also to the regulation of the vital economy. To select one of these laws and apply it, may test the truth of our remark. The great forces around us do not nmanifest their -power, nor, even their existence, unless they meet with appropriate material to act upon; e. g., the chemical forces are without manifest existence till bodies with an affinity for each other give them an opportunity to act ; and the electrical force is without effect in the presenoe of non-conductors. So that to prent appropriato conditions and material to act upon is necessary inorder to produce the forces and call forth their effects. In like manner, there are powers in the body latent till appropriate material is introduced, which calls them into action; and we desire to show that, when certain poisons ar introduced, they afford a material on. which the forces of the body act in such a manner as to eliminate the poiason;. in other but less defi. 
